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Top o' the M orning Clinic Nets $125,000 
by Joe Ha rdig 
In a closed meeting last Friday, the 
law school faculty voted to approve the 
Clinic Committee's majority proposal, 
which adds $20-25,000 to the Clinic and 
Child Advocacy operating budget. 
The alter nate minority proposal 
would have granted only the current 
budget or $100 ,000 to the clinical 
programs, and would have effectively 
eliminated the Child Advocacy of-
fering . 
strong support among the faculty , and 
is considered a useful and worthy part 
of the curriculum." 
The faculty regarded the over-
whelming student support for the clinic 
as an innuential factor in the con-
troversial debate over the clinic's 
future. " I have said all along," San-
dalow said, " that the faculty must con-
sider , as a factor, the strong showing of 
student support for the clinic." 
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Since the session was closed, faculty 
comments were confined to a brief 
statement by Dean Sandal ow: "The 
vote indicates that the clinic maintains 
Portia Moore, a third-year student 
and a Clinic Committee member, had 
proposed a $160,000 allocation, but ad-
mitted she was "satisfied with the 
compromise reached by the faculty." 
But Moore cautioned that, "The ap-
proval of the majority proposal should 
not be considered a victory for studen-
ts, because the programs will s till have 
to cut back on teachers. But at least 
they saved Child Advocacy." 
Seniors Opt 
To Dress Up 
by J err Blake 
Third-year students voted yesterday 
to spend th is year's Senior Day 
ceremony in cap and gown, climaxing 
this week's brief but heated debate on 
whether to impose a dress code for the 
annual affair. 
Students on each side of the issue 
posted notices throughout the law 
school early this week, w1th opponents 
of the plan urging classmates to keep 
down lbe cost and keep up the infor-
mality or the ceremony. 
Student senate President Doug Ell-
mann , who donned c:-p and gown 
yesterday while campaigning for "yes" 
votes, said, "The hostility has been 
unbelievable. It's the most trivial issue 
I've faced in two years ." 
Ellmann acknowledged that some 
students accused the senate of trying to 
"slip one by" the student body, which 
Ellmann denied. "If we'd been trying to 
slip one by,'' EHmann sa1d, " we never 
would have given thi s thing the 




The Detroit chapter of the Amertcan 
'Vazi Party plans to hold a rally m Arm 
Arbor this Saturday at noon at Cur Hall. 
Len Niehoff, a first year 1tudent at the 
law school, auempted to or!l.amu "an 
alternative rally to prote.lt the 'Vu;1 Mar-
ch" in another localton m town on the 
same day. Niehoff spoke la1t week with 
R.G. Managaing Edllor 1<'/f EisPnberg 
about both the Nazi March tmtl the cowl· 
ter-rally he wa~ prop01in11.. 
Q. How did you first grt in volv('d in 
this? 
A. The genesis of it was my reaction 
to some signs and posters that had 
been put up advocating a di rect op-
position to the rally I con•acted 
some students in a number of 
student organizations to get feed-
back on the poss1bihty of the alter-
native rally. 
Q. There was a rumor that )OU rirst 
got this idea during a class and stood 
up right then and there to make an 
appeal for help ... 
A. It wasn't quite that dramatic, ac-
tually. I already had planned to do 
something. I just s tood up at the end 
or class and made an announcement 
that if people were interested in get-
ting involved in this, l'd appreciate 
hearing from them. 
See NIEHOFF. page two 
Study Break 
The Barristers-the law school's drinking club-stormed the library 
last Friday and put on a show for their spring initiation. Pho•o b> s..nrord Uv.i• 
Despite the recent vote, the Clinic 
issue has probably not been put to rest. 
There remains the question of what ef-
fect the federal and state budget cuts 
will have on the clinic's cont inued 
existence in the next few years. San-
dalow apparently emphasized to the 
faculty his hope that it would not be 
necessary lo have a recurring Clinic 
vote each year . However, the law 
school's financial condition could com-
pel a reopening of this controversial 
issue in the near future 
The loss of two major grants totalling 
SlOO,ooo-one from the federal and one 
from the state government- caused 
some administrators to fear that they 
could not make up the loss and to 
suggest that the clinic be term ina ted. 
Faculty members voted to reorganize 
the program so that it can meet its new, 
reduced budget. Part of that 
reorganization will involve merging the 
program 's two courses-Clinical Law 
and the Child Advocacy Clinic- into 
one. 
Review ~,{~~Affirmative Action 
by Ba rry Rudofs ky MAR 1 7 198Zhe last black man invited to join !he Michigan Law Review was Harry 
Despite the 17-year atlsf~tvany ~dwards, a 196~ law school gradua1e and now a federal C~urt of Appeals 
black man or woman onttilf ¥4ldJI,iga;()FJucfr4J'P.tzte htm, 1962 graduate Amayla Kearse made Revtew, and she too 
Law Review and regardless of nation~fJ not¥!, Wlr.,s- a federal Court of A ppeals j udge. The two have lef t a legacy 
interest in a plan at the Harvard Law that has gone unmatched by any m inority in the 17 years since. 
School to bring a limited affirmative This week, R.G. reporter Barry R udofsky takes a look at the Review, 
action program to its law review, why no minorities are chosen for it, and why ajfirmalive action probably 
Michiga~ Law. Review editors plan no won 'I be used to change that. 
c.ha nges m the1r method of staff selec- Next week, R:G. reporter John Bulgozdy will examine current attempts 
liOn. "II r. I I . h d . . . 
I dd.t. · ·t t d ts t ld th to J 1 Jacu ty sols WI / women an mrnonttes. n a 1 10n, mmon y s u en o e 
R.G. they harbor no notion of seeking a 
Review affi rmative action plan here. In 
fact , some expressed hostility toward 
a ny changes which they said would 
serve only to taint those minority mem-
bers who are chosen to write for the 
Review. 
Last year, the senior staff of the Har-
vard Law Review took notice of the ab-
sence of any racial minorities among 
its ranks. Proposed remedial plans 
were met with tremendous internal 
staff a nd faculty opposition . but a com-
promise plan was fina lly adopted. Ac-
cording to the Harvard Law Record. 
the newly adopted plan allows 
minorities seeking to join the Review to 
submit a personal statement for con-
sideration. The statement asks the 
Review staff to consider that they are 
members of an " histor ically un -
derrepresented racial or ethnic group" 
or that they have overcome " economic, 
S(lcietal or educational obstacles." Un-
der the plan, grades of minority stu-
dents chosen on the basis of these con-
siderations would sliJI have to be close 
to the grades of other students invited 
to join the Review. 
Richard Werder , 1981-82 Editor in 
Chief of the Michigan Law Review, said 
the issue of a ffirmati ve action on 
Michigan's Law Review was discussed 
brieny after last year's staff change but 
was quickly tabled. Werder fell the 
proposa l lacked the support of a 
majority of the staff. 
Werder questioned the effectiveness 
of a n affirmative action program on 
Law Review. If the benefit of Review is 
its ability to increase the writing skills 
See LA\\' REVIEW, page two 
Dripps Named New Chief 
by ) like Vale 
Don Dripps was elected as the new 
Editor-in-Chief of the :\1ichigan Law 
Review in last Saturday's voting by 
the outgoing editorial Review staff. 
John Frank is the new Managing 
Editor and Ma rc Chatman the Ar-
ticle and Book Review Editor. 
The balance of the 1982-83 
editorial staff includes: Article and 
Administrative Editors-Doug Davies, 
Mark Hermann and Mike Kelly ; 
\'ott and Tmal Eduotl- JOn Eager, 
Mark Ferguson. Kit P ierson and Ira 
Rubinfeld ; ore C:dunrJ-Craig God· 
shall , Mike Hainer and Anne Larin ; 
Book Revit"' Eduor-Judith 
Baumgartner; Evtcutllt and Research 
Eduor-Don Ba ker; Contnbutlnl( 
Eduors- Ma rk Anderson , Greg 
Gilchrist, Anne Gust, Marjie Harris. 
Peggy Kopmeyer. Bob Kr ueger , 
See SELECTION . page three 
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Affirmative Action for Review ~£'!:.~.~£~Lm.,;v. 
from page One of blacks on law school faculties, then it But :ayto~ shar~d the concern tha t action on Law Review, " has never 
of its members then its value to 
minorities is obvious, he said. But Wer-
der also questioned whether this was 
the responsibility of the Review or the 
Law School as a whole. If, on the other 
hand, potential employers are more 
concerned with the achievements 
required of a student to get on the Law 
Review then an affirmative action plan 
would be of dubious value. Werder 
suggested that the greatest benefit of 
the Law Review experience may be 
contacts made with alumni and others 
in influential positions. But he was not 
certain that the Review allowed for 
greater contacts than those available to 
nther law students. 
Minority reaction to the idea of an af-
firmative action plan on the Michigan 
Law Review seems ambivalent at best. 
Karol Mason, Note Editor for the 
Michigan Journal of Law Reform , was 
unsure whether the benefits of a system 
like the Harvard Journal of Law 
Reform , was unsure whether the 
benefits of a system like the Harvard 
plan would outweigh the harms 
because of the "stigma attached to lhe 
qualifications" of a minority member. 
But, she suggested, " If it can be 
demonstrated that more blacks on Law 
Review will increase opportunities for 
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will outweigh any stigma attached to an afftrmahve action plan would not come up with respect to the agenda as 
it." help those minorities who were admit- such." 
Jose Padilla , President of the ted to the Review through the plan and Last year, two blacks unsuccessfully 
Hispanic law students organization, La would taint the qualifications of those entered the wr iting competition for 
Raza felt that the editors of the Har- minorities who could have made it Law Review. Members of the blac.k 
vard ' Law Review were being 
patronizing toward minority students. 
Padilla said minority students suffer a 
culture shock in their first year of Law 
School that is not shared by their peers. 
Padilla suggested that students be 
allowed to reapply to the Law Review 
after their second year because it may 
take more time for some minority and 
other students tn learn to think and 
write like lawyers. 
ccLaw is the study of the culture of the white ruling 
class. If the students didn 't grow up with them, .. . 
then it is hard to understand the thinking patterns of 
Judges and faculty members. " 
Professor SallyAnn Payton was a 
member of the Stanford Law Review 
when she graduated from law school in 
1968. She said that any black student is 
by definition disadvantaged unless he 
or she attended a first-<:lass private 
school or a highly integrated public 
school. "Law is the study of the culture 
of the white ruling class. If the students 
didn't grow up with them then without 
that level of exposure it is hard to un-
derstand the thinking patterns of 
jud~es and faculty members," she 
~aid . 
without such a plan. " [might have been 
damaged by the affirmative action that 
came after me ; we shouldn't impose it 
on the Blacks coming along now," s he 
said. 
Payton postulated that Michigan's 
Law school suffers additionally 
because black students with the highest 
credentials generally cluster on the two 
coasts and do not come to Michigan. 
Payton stressed that whatever rules 
are used to determine who makes Law 
Review, they should apply to everyone. 
According to Clarence Armbrister, 
Chairperson of the Black Law Students 
-Sallyanne Payton-
student community are encouraging 
first year students to enter in greater 
numbers. Payton predicts that the time 
may once aga in be here when 
minorities will make Law Review 
based upon the ir own outstanding 
abilities. Others a re not as confident of 
this, however , and cite the declining 
numbers of minority students entering 
Law school as evidence that the 
situation will not improve. But even if 
no minor ities make the Review in the 
near future, the implementation of an 
affirmative action program seems 
doubtful . 
Niehoff Comments on Nazis 
from page one 
Q. What was the initial response? 
A. I'd say the class was divided. 
There were a group of people who 
were very interested in organizing a 
counter-demonstration. There was 
another group who thought that the 
best idea was to have no demon-
stration at all. and there were some 
people who expressed interest in 
goi ng to the d irect opposition 
demonstration. 
Q. or those three sides, which 
seems to have the most support 
among the people you've talked to? 
A. I think that most people probably 
feel that the best thing to do is to 
ignore them. I have the feeling that 
in the law school that is certainly the 
strongest. But on the campus as a 
whole there is a lot of support for the 
direct opposition rally. 
Q. Well, you must reel that neither or 
those approaches is the best. Other-
wise you wouldn't have gotten in-
volved . 
A. Yeah , tha t's true. 
Q. What's wrong, for instance, with 
the ignoring approach? 
A. Well, silence can often be inter-
preted as acquiescence or indif-
ference. Many people feel that this is 
an issue that is so offensive that 
silence is just inappropriate. 
I think some people assume that 
all of t he questions a bout t he 
Amer ican Nazi pa rties a re settled. I 
think they're mistaken. There is a 
tendency to ignore certain aspects of 
the party in the desire that the par-




The 1982 Summer Session at Vermont L.,w School and its Env1ron· 
mental Law Center offers a unique opportunity to study envu-onmental 
and public policy lilw in a stimulatmg and picturesque settmg The 
interdisciplinary approach to these iSSllt'S is rcn('( ted in the van('(! 
back~rounds of the faC\Jity; envi ronmenta l and land US<' au;,mcy~. 
med1cal faculty. an economist. an ecolog ist. legal schvlH-s, a;,d a plan· 
ner. The summer sess1on mvolves e1ght wecl<s of classes. but some 
courses are of only four weeks duration: 
JUNE 1-JUNE 30 ana/or JULY 6- AUGUST 4 
• AgriC\J itural land Preservation 
• Ecology 
• Environmental Economics: Cost Benefit Analysis and the Law 
• Fish and W1ldlife Law 
• Fo res try Law 
• lnterd isciplmary Semmarc;: 
Part A - River Basin Law and l'lannmg 
Part B - The Pyramid Mall Case 
• Land Use and Environmental Law litigJtion 
• Legal Clinic 
• State and Local Government 
• Toxics and the Law 
For further informa tion and applir,l tion miltt'rii'lls. cont.1ct · 
Vcnnont Law SchoCll Summer Session 
Box 1 2~ 




away. The parties, according to the 
last estima tes, have approximately 
200,000 members. 
Q. Wow. 200.000. do they really? 
A. 1 can give you the source of that 
estimate-the L.A. Times of August, 
1977. 
Q . What" specifically did you do in 
connection with your idea to have an 
alternative march? 
A. Mostly, my initial activities have 
been to contact various student 
organizations, to spread the word 
that an alternative march was a 
possibility and see what the reation 
was. 
Q . Have JOU contacted any 
organizations in the law school? 
A. Among others, I've spoken to the 
NLG, BLSA. and La Raza . Some of 
the organizations haven ' t gotten 
back to me yet. Some of them have 
already committed themselves to 
the direct opposition rally. Others 
have apparently decided that the 
best method is simply to ignore the 
Nazis. 
Q. So you're not too optimistic that 
an a lternative demonstration will 
come about? 
A. I have basically given up on the 
alternati ve demonstration as a 
viable possibility this time. We sim-
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News and Notices 
YEARBOOK PHOTOS for all thr<:: 
classes will be taken on March 16th, 
17th and 19th, from 1:00-4:00 P.M. in 
room 200. 
DON'T MISS OUT . .. THE Student 
Senate will still be selling T-shirts, golf 
shirts and sweatshirts, in the distin-
ctive EHmann of Fa rmington Hills 
Designs, throughout this week and 
next. They are available in the Senate 
office <Room 2r7 Hutchins) throughout 
the day. 
THE AMERICAN JUDICATURE 
SOCIETY has announced its annual 
essay contest, entitled " Blueprint for 
the Future: Ens uring Access to 
Justice." 
An essay may address court costs, 
delay, legal services, alternative forms 
of dispute resolution, limiting jurisdic-
tion, diversity jurisdiction, the jury 
system, or any other issue regarding 
access to justice. 
NLG Endorses Nazi 
Counterdemonstration 
Buy LSSS- Support Student Ac-
tivities and keep jobs a t home. 
ALL STUDENTS are invited to at-
tend a dinner and lecture to be given by 
Prof. Per Lachma nn on European In-
tegration and American Foreign Policy 
on March 17, 1982 in the Faculty Dining 
Room. See the sign-up sheet on the ILS 
board. 
THE I NTERr'\ ATIO~AL Law 
Society will host a Beerfest . 
Friday, March 19, from 3:30 to 6:00 
p.m . in The Lawyers Club Lounge. 
Donation is Sl.OO per bottle. Come sam-
ple brew from other countries. 
Pictures for the Codicil will be taken 
in room 200 from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00p.m.: 
Tuesday, March 16, Wednesday, March 
17, Friday, March 19. 
GRADUATE LAW STUDENTS are in-
vited to a coffee hour on Thursday, 
March 18th from 10 11 a .m., in the 
Lawyers Club Faculty Dining Room. 
I LR Picks Staff 
from page one 
Debby Miller, Rich Morrissey, Steve 
Nolan, Jim Pfau, Ma rk Stein, Mark 
Stichel and Howard Suskin ; Senior 
Editors-Felicity Brown, Stu Cohen, 
Jeff Kinzel , Jim Ma rtin and Denise 
Poloyac. 
Outgoing Editor-in-Chief Rick 
Werder explained that sele<:tions are 
based on the outgoing st a ff 's 
evaluations of persons' substa ntive 
capabilities, as gleaned from exten-
s ive interviews with the candidates 
for each office, a nd from reading all 
Note drafts submitted by ~he can-
didates during the past year . The 
outgoing staff a lso tries to select 
people who can work together . 
Initial selections for membership 
on the Law Review are based en-
tirely on grades or, for some mem-
bers, the entries submitted in the 
writing competition held each 
s pring. This past year, rive persons 




120 1 S. University and Church 
Ann Arbor 
Entries must not exceed 4000 words 
and must be submitted by October 1, 
1982. The winning essay will be 
published in Judicature, and the author 
will receive a $1000 prize. 
For further information , see 
Professor Aleinikoff. 
MOTORCYCLE CLUB: Briefs due 4:30 
p.m ., Friday March 12, at the Del Rio. 
By Joe Hardig 
The National Lawyer's Guild (NLG) 
announced to the LSSS this week its in-
tention to participate in a counter-
demonstration against the Nazis at City 
Hall on Saturday. NLG and LSSS mem-
ber, Julie Hurwitz, urged all interested 
law students to volunteer as legal ob-
servers, who will stand around the 
fringe of the crowd and report any in-
cidents of violence to the authorities. 
Additionally , the NLG plans a 
NOTICES POLICY 
The Res Gestae welcomes no tices concerning law school o rganizations and 
events. Notices must be typed, and must appear in that Wednesday's issue. 
They may be dropped o ff in the Drop Box next to the Senate office 
(opposite Room 21 8 Hu tchins Ha ll) o r a t the R.G. offi ce in Room 311 of 
the Legal Research Building (off the Reading Room). The deadline fo r 
all notices is Noon on \-1onday. 
Open Meeting 
The Law School Student Senate and 
Dean Eklund have slotted two limes for 
soliciting student opinion on a proposal 
to increase the student senate fee from 
$5 to $10 effective next semester . 
Students may voice their opinion in 
Room 138 this Thursday, March 18, at 




The Michigan Yearbook of Inter-
national Legal Studies has selected a 
new slate of officers for the yearbook's 
1982-83 editorial board. Next year's of-
fi cers include: Editor-in-Chief- Leslie 
Anderson ; Articles Editors- Robert 
Rosoff and Carl Valenstein ; Note 
Editors-Kathy Dempsey and Steve 
Chelberg ; Managing Editor- Charles 
Meyer ; Appendix Editor- Cliff 
Douglas ; Research and Development 
Editor- Hugh Hewitt ; Se nior 
Editors- Paul Falon, Diane Kim, Julie 
LaFave, Jodie Wisniewski and Ann Vix. 
APRIL 3rd IS COMING 
SOON 
DO YOU KNOW WHO 




DISCOVER THE HISTORY of 
Detroit's labor struggles on Saturday, 
April 17, through a tour conducted by 
Labor Routes in conjunction with the 
Nationa l Lawyers Guild. This labor 
history tour includes a slide show 
presentation, a bus tour to the sites of 
labor struggles in westside Detroit, as 
well as a viewing and presentation of 
the Diego Rivera murals at the Detroit 
Institute of Arts. 
We Serve Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner. 
769-8364 We Specialize in PIZZA , Reyular and Sicilian. 
massive flier campa1gn against the 
Nazi organization to begin at six o'clock 
on Friday at Dominick's. The fliers will 
announce the NLG's recognition of a 
second counter-demonstration, to be 
held at the Federal Building, which is 
supported by various pacifist 
organizations. 
The~ NLG declarations followed a 
unanimous LSSS vote to endorse a let-
ter, drafted by second year student, 
Broderick Johnson, which condemns 
Nazi racial practices and ideas. John-
son represents both the Black Law 
Student Alliance and the NLG, and he 
plans to submit the letter to proximate 
newspapers for publication. 
In other matters, Academic Commit-
tee student member. Kathy Bowman, 
informed the Senate of her committee's 
im·olvement in the following academic 
concerns: Leaves of Absence, Credit 
for Non-law Course Work, Transfer 
Credit for Course Work Completed 
Away from the Law School , and 
Academic Probation. Senate President 
Ellman praised Bowman's thorough 
report as " the best one ever." 
The LSSS also noted the following 
matters: 
* Nile-ride fee was raised from $1 to 
$1.50, but seems to be operating ef-
ficiently; 
* LSSS is considering constructing 
mail slots for all law students ; 
* Yearbook pictures will be snapped 
in Room 200 on Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Friday from 1-4; and, 
* LSSS encourages student feedback 
on its proposal to raise its fee to SIO or 
SIS per term. 
Res Gestae- March 17, 1982- page 4 
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Breaking Mantle 
of Faculty Silence 
On the Wednesday morning of our last issue 
before the spring break, an obser vant source of 
ours told us of a brief exchange he overheard 
between two professors walking through Hut-
chins Hall, each ·vith issue in hand. " Faculty 
takes the L_.h," snorted one, reading our top 
headline, " As if we did something wrong." 
The headline covered two stories. One related 
the decision of the Committee on Professional · 
Responsibility to deliver no more than a cryptic 
conclusiOn to its findings regarding last 
semester's "cheating" incident, and its refusal 
to fully explain its investigation. The second 
story detailed Dean Sandalow's decision to hold 
the clinic funding vote in closed session. (See 
story, page one). 
Whether the faculty " did something wrong" in 
either its investigation or in the closed session is 
beyond us. We simply have no way of knowing 
for sure. What we do know is that by keeping its 
methods secret, the faculty is doing something 
wrong. 
Both the investigation and the clinic vote 
required decisions touching students directly. In 
the case of the "cheating," several students ac-
tually received notice of their suspected in-
volvement before the committee concluded it 
had " no evidence" of any cheating. 
. Students deserve, if not a voice, at least an ear 
m how such decisions are made. If something 
went wrong between the time of the initial · 
suspicion of cheating and the ultimate admission 
of finding no evidence- a nd apparently 
something did go wrong- we ought to know why. ' 
Unfortunately, we don 't know exactly what 
happened, and save for one source who had in-
side information regarding the investigation 
we'd know almost nothing at all. Worse, there i~ 
not a lot we can do about it. We cannot force the 
faculty into frankness , nor persuade them to 
treat us as more than objects to be taught but not 
heard. 
~ha~ we have done is reverse our policy of not 
ass1g~mg a staff reporter to the weekly faculty 
meetmgs. The policy was established by our 
predecessors at the R.G. in protest of the con-
dition t~at no statements made at the meetings 
be attnbuted to individual professors. We 
r espect that protest, and we a lso resent that 
because the faculty feels a need to shield its 
statements from student scrutiny, it exercises 
the.right to do so. 
We also feel , however, that our attendance at 
the faculty meetings will afford us greater op-
portunity to let students know what the faculty is 
doing, and how and why it is going a bout it. We 
will not be able to attribute statements to 
speakers, but at least we will have the statemen-
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Of Monkeys and Section 4 
To the editor : 
I wr ite in response to 
Professor Garber's humorous 
account of the Biblical 
challenges raised by his 
Hebrew class <Bible Study 
Goes Ape, RG, 2/ 17/82). It 
may interest his class to know 
that the Bible has been found 
to be increasi ngly more 
reliable as a text over the 
years. <The discovery of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls and the Hit-
tite civilization are several 
examples if this phenome-
non.> In fact , the Bible is 
considered to be more ac-
curate than other works of The prinicpal value of ex-
Classical times . See Me- posure to the Biblical account 
Dowell, E\'iden ce that of creation is the perspective 
Demands a Verdict < 1977>. on life it gives to those of us of 
At the same time, most the Jewish and Christian 
scientists have discarded the faiths . Those who are only ex-
Darwinian theory of evolution posed to an account of 
of the un iverse as much evolution which ties their 
evidence of the sudden existence to that of an amoeba 
creation of a constantly cannot help but question the 
changing universe has been value and reason of their life. 
discovered. <For more infor- The Bible 's account of a 
mation on this, Garber's class creation by a P e rsonal 
should write to the Genesis Creator makes us aware of a 
Foundation, P .O. Box 304, meaning to our time on earth. 
Princeton, NJ 08540). Sara Allen 
To the editor: sistr en in the other three sections. 
As members of good standing of the 1981 
Summer Starters Section Four, we, the under-
signed, have striven to the very limits of our 
moral capacity to live down the unfor tunate 
reputation with which we've been burdened. We 
take exception to Mr. Eisenberg's unfair charac-
ter ization of typical Section Four activities. 
As a matter of fact. we. as a whole, make up as 
tense a nd unfriendly a group as we've ever had 
the misfortune to meet. Our parties aren't fun , 
either, but who cares? Law school isn't supposed 
to be fun , and no one has as deep an appreciation 
of that fact as we. 
Alas, it appears that the inevitable " few bad 
apples " have s ucceeded in ruining our 
reputation, as surely as would a proliferation of 
chancres, or an attack of flatulence in an 
elevator. Reverently, J . S. Cohn 
Needless to say, we rarely ever drool. We are 
outraged at the epithet "(ragically hip," shocked 
at the description that we are " friendly," and 
saddened by the widely-held perception that we 
a re more relaxed than ou r breth ren - S. G. Tomlinson 
Tolerating the Nazis Isn't Easy 
To the editor: Nazi movement or simply Nazis, we deplore your ac-
Doctrines of racial provide unwarranted lions and your beliefs, and we 
superiority and race hatred propaganda for their racist hope that your visit to Ann Ar-
tax this nation's fundamenta l machinery? bor this Saturday is at least 
principles of freedom of ex- This conflict between our most unpleasant. Further-
pression and thought. When minds and our hearts makes it more, we remind you that 
put into practice, such difficult for our orga nizations while at this time we 
ideologies have resulted in un- to agree on a strategy for "tolerate" you we will never 
told fear and suffering for combatting Nazi terror. But to accept or support you. And we 
millions of innocent people. this we collectively agree: We will continue to strive for a 
Our sense of reason seems to are deeply disturbed by the world where ideologies like 
demand that we tolerate the planned Nazi demonstration your 0\.\'11 will come to be as 
intolerant. And yet our souls in Ann Arbor. It raises our absurd and archaic as the 
remind us of Auschwitz, hea rt anger . disgust and proposition that the world is 
Selma and Greensboro. regret-regret that racist doc- - flat. 
Shou ld Nazis and other trines and their promoters Signed 
Black Law Students Alliance 
National Lawyer 's Guild 
Law School Student Senate 
racist organizations be con- continue to impede this 
fronted or ignored? Will con- nation's momentum toward a 
frontation serve to weaken the racially ha rmonious society. 
And in 
Other 
News . . . 
by Jim Loots 
While the headlines were dominated 
by news of budget cuts and tax breaks, 
Abscam a nd teenage chastity, our 
Washington legislators were quietly at 
work supporting some of their more 
specia l interests among last year's 
8,719 proposed bills a nd resolutions. 
Of the 145 that finally became public 
laws, only a dozen or so were truly 
"private" bi lls, introduced on behalf of 
individuals or corporations . But there 
was certa inly no lack of other 
legislation to fill the idle hours on 
Capitol Hill. 
Take for instance some of the 23 
recommendations, as recounted in a 
r ecent edition of the Congressional 
Quarterly. Nestled among the more 
noble causes of African Refugee Relief 
Day CP L 97-8) and Hungaria n 
FreedomFighLers Day <PL 97-36), 
Bicentennial Year of the Am erica n 
Bald Eagle CPL 97-139) and the 
designation of Sept. 13, 1981 as "Com-
modore John Barry Day" <PL 97-43). 
And, thanks to PL 97- 135, Feb. 7- 13, 
1982 was National Sclerode.·ma Week. 
When it wasn't naming days, the first 
session of the 97th Congress was ten-
ding to such important matters of slate 
as naming two courthouses, a wildlife 
refuge, a laboratory, a lock and dam. 
the Commerce Department building, 
and a post office. Not since Adam , one 
imagines, has such a job befallen one 
entity . 
But I think the piece of legislatiOn 
which most deserves its place in the 
history books is S 1322 <PL 97- 77 ), 
which named the Department of 
Agriculture's boll weevil research 
laboratory after the " prominent en-
tomologist" Robey Wentworth Harned. 
Remember that next time National 
Jaycee Week ~PL 97-144) rolls around~ 
Forum 
by Colleen Ha nlon 
E VERY LAW STUDENT, even the most zealously nonchalant, th inks about g rades 
sometimes, ranging from a 
once-a-term decision as to which course 
to take pass/fail, to what can only be 
called obsession. This may be a con-
sequence of fifteen or more years of in-
doctrination and pressure succumbed 
to by the academically successful, or of 
more pragmatic considerations per· 
cei·· dd as presently relevant. 
Changing the System 
Attitudes About Grades 
Either way, most law students must 
consider anew the place grades are to 
have in their lives because the old 
givens can no longer be assumed; after 
years of being at or near "the top," 
necessarily, some must fill-out the 
other strata of the grade heirarchy. On-
ce this is ascertained, the question 
becomes how the system should be 
changed, if at all, to reflect these new 
values. 
After minutes of careful thought, I 
have discerned three ways of thinking 
about grades : 
1. The Carry-Over Attitude: This 
student brings more to law school from 
undergrad than his stereo system and 
Ten Years After albums ; his study 
habits and attitude about grades 
remain the same. He is illustrated by 
the anonymous letter reprinted in the 
last R.G . Whether parlier or studier in 
undergrad, he got the grades and they 
formed the cornerstone of his self-
esteem. 
2. The Whol e New Ballgame At-
titude: This person may be a happy 
rationalizer or may simply be right. He 
can point to statistics showing how 
smart we all are. And the curve is cer-
tainly different from that prevailing in 
most undergraduate courses. He is able 
to roll with the punches and accept his 
grades whatever they may be. He is 
happy as long as he lives up to other 
standards central to his self-esteem 
eg., "I worked hard," or, " I had fun,' : 
or, " I learned something worthwhile." 
I think most law students fall into this 
category. An outstanding grade feels 
good and a shitty grade feels bad, but 
The World is Loser 
In Reagan Chess Game 
by Casey Rucker 
During the campaign of 1980, candi-
date Ronald Reagan promised that he 
would work to establish American mil-
itary superiority over the Soviet Union. 
This ideology was appealing to Ameri-
cans who were indignant over Iran's 
capture of U.S. hostages, and dissatis-
fied with President Carter's soft-spoken 
foreign policy. A window of vulnerabil-
ity has been discovered in our wall of 
defense against Russia. Only with in-
creased military spending and a new, 
tough attitude could we once again 
make the world safe for democracy, or 
at least for capitalism. 
P resident Reagan has dis a vowed 
publicly his desire for military 
superiority. We haven't heard about the 
window of vulnerability since Congress 
approved funding for the MX missile 
and the B-1 bomber. Vice President 
Bush no longer talks about a winnable 
nuclear war. But there are other in-
dications that Reagan and his advisers 
have not changed their minds. The cold-
war dream of American world 
domination has not yet been laid to rest. 
The Reagan administration appears 
to follow a chess-game approach to 
world affairs : the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. 
face each other across the board. using 
lesser countries as knights and pawns 
in the quest for checkmate. Each is 
bent on undermining and ultimately 
destroying the other side's position. 
Economics and politics may be used in 
conjunction with military strategy, but 
victory rather than co-existence is the 
final goal. Negotiations with the enemy 
may be used as tactic in the game, but 
only to create an advantage for one's 
own side. Parity is not the object. 
The administration 's reaction to 
current economic problems in the East 
reflects Reagan 's chess-ga me ap-
proach. At a lime when hard-currency 
difficulties and productivity shortfalls 
are plaguing both the U.S.S.R. and 
Eastern Europe, the administration is 
seeking to aggravate those problems 
and to reduce East-West economic co-
operation and interdependence. The 
U.S. has cut off $750 million of credit for 
food for Poland, and Defense Depar-
tment officials are advising banks to 
cut off credit both to Poland and to the 
Soviet Union. Defense Department op-
posi tion to the Russian gas pipeline 
threatens to damage further our 
relations with our own allies in the 
name of increasing East-West 
alienation. 
The reaction of bankers to ad-
ministration attitudes is revealing. Of-
ficials of Citibank and Morgan Guaran-
ty, quoted in the New York Times of 
March 14, say that economic actions 
against Russia or Poland would hurt 
Western interests as well. They cite the 
strength a nd size of the Russian 
economy, as well as Soviet ability 
to subordinate civilian needs to those of 
the military. These factors reduce or 
eliminate the effectiveness of U.S. 
economic pressures. Allowing Poland 
to default on its loans would have a 
harmful effect not only on Western 
banks and East-West trade, but on the 
international economic system as a 
whole. It is no surprise that our Western 
European allies oppose such moves by 
the U.S. 
To many administration officials. 
then. economics is a weapon to be 
wielded in the cold war. a way to assert 
U.S. superiority over an economica!Jy-
weakened Russia. This attitude might 
have been acceptable in pre-nuclear 
times. but today it represents a direct 
threat to the future of all mankind. 
Platitudes about nuclear war are ob-
vious and tiresome to most of us, but 
the spirit of military adventure 
remains a serious threat. President 
Reagan's attempts to step up the arms 
race, his eagerness to sell arms all over 
the world. and his thirst for war in Cen-
tral America all reflect a belief in the 
military approach to solving world 
problems. If Reagan's militarism 
remains unchecked. tensions between 
the superpowers may well reach the 
breaking point. And if that should hap-
pen, America 's quest for military 
supremacy may well be the last chap-
ter in the history of life on earth. ' 
not for long. This is really a species of 
the Carry-Over Attitude, but since the 
student had good undergraduate grades 
he never had to test the strength of his 
· other standards. Happily, he finds they 
are real. 
3. The Realist : The Realist got good 
grades in college to get into law school. 
It may be important to him to do the 
same in law school if he feels it will help 
him get something he wants, eg. , a cer-
tain job, Jaw review. Whether or not his 
happiness hinges on grades depends on 
how imperative these goals are and 
how closely their realization is related 
to attaining particular grades. 
What are the implications of these at-
titudes for the grading system? A per-
son with the Carry-Over Attitude would 
never truly be satisfied with a pass/ fail 
system. If grades are the lynch-pin of his 
self-esteem, not having any could not 
build his flagging ego. He would feel 
even more like a "masquerader" since 
he could never lest his worth by the only 
standard he knows. 
I think pass/ fail would fit the Whole 
·ew Ballgamer just fine, but then, he 
doesn't really care anyway. Som£: 
anxiety about tests may be eased, but 
for some. the impetus to do any work at 
r 
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all, especially in disliked classes, would 
be lost. 
For the Realist, the answer is in-
determinate. Grades provide him with 
a handy method of distinguishing him -
self to employers. If he can manage to 
get remarkable grades but has little 
else to offer, he would undoubtedly 
resent the imposition of a pass/fail 
grading system. If, on the other hand, 
he is an all-around ace, he is probably 
indifferent. Lastly, if he has neither 
star quality nor outstanding grades, he 
would opt for pass/ fail and hope for the 
best. 
ln sum, those law students for whom 
grades are important, either as indices 
of self-worth or as stepping-stones to 
another goal, and who do well, would 
want to keep things the way they are. 
Those who similarly value grades but 
fail to achieve the ones they want would 
opt for pass/ fail but it probably would 
not help them. unless they are Realists 
who see their good aualities being 
digested and spit~ut in interviews by 
employers who view grades as the bot· 
tom line. Finally, those who don't care 
don't care. 
As a " don 't care" with " happy 
rationalizer" leanings I can perceive 
another variable that lies beyond self-
interest: l care about the well-being of 
my Carry-Over and Realist friends. 
Despite my sincere efforts, however, r 
am unable to advocate a grading policy 
satisfactory to all of them. Therefore, I 
say , let them decide. 
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Belushi Blues-
----- -----Jeff Eisenberg 
T HE DAY AFTER John Belushi died, a friend and I sat in my 
living room and watched Ted Koppel do 
a John Belushi 'hour' on his show 
" Nightline." Jeff and I sat there silen-
tly for a few minutes and then he said to 
me "Sometimes, I'd like to bust Ted 
Koppel right in the nose." 
At first the remark passed right by 
me. A few days later my weekly Time 
Magazine arrived, and I read their 
obituary on BelushL The tone of the ar-
ticle was something like "Another bur-
ned out pop star dies young." It really 
angered me, and I realized exactly 
what my friend had meant. People like 
Ted Koppel and the writer of that Time 
article have no understanding of what 
John Belushi was all about. Having 
them explain his legacy to the 
American viewer is like asking Walter 
Cronkite to describe an acid trip. 
J OHN BELUSHI didn't just give me an identity during my college 
years, he gave me half a dozen of them. 
For a couple of weeks we would all go 
around · saying "Cheebooga, 
cheebooga. " And just when that would 
gold bond 
,)\t -)r )A_ m ,~ tl(S~z& 
-dow n garments ·leather clea ning· 
. waterproolong ·free monor re~irs · 
332 maynard 
at the tower plaza 668· 633 5 
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!~ _. -~~e~-l~troductory lecture 
get stale, we'd turn on Saturday Night 
Live and he would give us another line, 
like "But Noooooooooooo! ", or the 
Samurai maniac, or the Killer Bees. 
When I first got to law school, the movie 
"The Blues Brothers" was just out. A 
friend and I walked around all summer 
doing our own stylized version of Jake 
and Elwood. We were the " Parrot 
Brothers." We were fools, but it was 
fun, and it was straight out of Belushi. 
Belushi could break me up with his 
acting, playing characters like Henry 
Kissinger or Joe Cocker. But the 
moments I really treasured were when 
he wasn't acting at all. The character 
that would start an editorial on 
Weekend Update in a calm manner and 
end up destroying the set in a wild 
rage-that was the real Belushi, or so it 
seemed to me. 
While I'm sure he had a sane 
side I never saw, I'll always remember 
John Belushi as a guy who loved to get 
trashed and go out of control. 
It wasn't just that John Belushi was 
so incredibly funny that made people 
love him so much. He symbolized 
something a lot of us could sympathize 
with and relate to. He wasn't 
beautiful- in fact he often came across 
as a slob ; rather than being trendy, he 
ignored society 's standards of taste. 
When disco was in, Belushi put on twen-
ty-five year old. suits and made a 
rhythm and blues movie. When frater-
nities were making their comeback, he 
made a movie satirizing them . And 
somehow, even the frat boys loved it. 
He realized that it wasn't what you 
wore on your body or how you looked 
that makes you cool ; it's ~hat's inside 
Date: March 20. 1982 
Time: 9:GO- li :OO A.M. 
Place: Faculty Dining Room 
your head that does it. He was the an- . 
tithesis of what we think of when we 
picture the typical T.V. star, and yet he 
was his own trendsetter. 
T HE TIME ARTICLE mentioned that Belushi "briefly attended the 
University of Michigan." I can picture 
Belushi, hanging out in a dorm room in 
East Quad, smoking pot and eating 
Domino's Pizzas until dawn, then 
sleeping through class. Maybe that's 
part of what made Belushi so personal 
to me. When John Lennon died, I was 
touched deeply, for there were few 
human beings that I respected more. 
But while he was probably less impor-
tant as a man, I'm going to miss Belushi 
a lot more. Lennon's philosophy was so 
inspiring, and his music woke up and 
gave direction to a generation. But it 
wasn't quite my generation. After a ll, I 
was seven when the Beatles were 
making it big. 
Belushi could have been the guy down 
the hall from me in college, the one 
everyone knew was nuts and liked to 
hang out with because of it. Ted Koppel 
could never relate to that kind of guy, 
but for those of us who could, Belushi 
was an irreplaceable comic genius . And 
with his death, a little more of our 
generation dies too. 
Calendar 
Movie Premiere 








3/ 17-20 Alvin Ailey 
Music Hall Detroit 
wed 3/ 17 The Ramones 
Blitzkrieg bop 
Detroit CTC 
3/ 19-20 U. Utah P hillips 
Ark Coffeehouse 
1421 Hill 
sat 3120 Tokyo String Q ' tet 
Mozart, Brahms 
Rackham Aud 8:30 
tue 3/ 23 Gil-Scott Heron 
Radical jazz 
2d Chance 
GET YOUR ACT TOGETHER 
AND TAKE IT TO THE LAWYER'S CLUB LOUNGE 
FOR THE 1982 LAW REVUE SHOW, AprillO, 1982. 
If you intend to perform please contact Doug EHmann 
at the LSSS office (763-2194), or see David Schreir, 
Larry Savell, Steve Gersz or George Vincent. 
DOLLAR ·siLL COPYING 
Quality Copies- Competitive Prices 
Featuring the incredible copy quality of the Xerox 9500 
, 6 11 Churcb •665·920<POpen 7 Oays -., · : ·~ · 
Sports 
SI: What About Me? 
"In honor of 1he Average Joe"-1ha1's lhe 
/heme (guise, som e mighl say) running 
through R.G. Sports Edilor Rick Olshansky's 
column this week. Bur make 1hat the 
" Average Rick, •· because Olshansky's 
nomination for Sports Illustrated's annual 
Sportsman of lhe Year is himself Here's his 
case: 
In 1981 Sports Illustrated named 
Sugar Ray Leonard as its Sportsman of 
the Year. In 1980 Magic Johnson had 
the honor. If memory serves me, 
Secretariat and Joe Namath shared the 
award one year. Somebody like that 
always wins. We all know the 
qualifications- rich, studly, a few 
commercials under the belt and a spec-
tacular year in their sport. It's like a 
broken record by now. That's why I've 
decided to nominate myself, early, for 
the 1982 Sportsman of the Year award. 
I know it is a touch presump-
tuious- you wouldn't even catch Mike 
Downey pulling this crap-but if you 
hear me out I think you'll agree that the 
Sportsman of the Year should have 
something other than talent and money 
(o.k., and good looks). 
You see, sport in its most primitive 
sense is merely a competition with 
one's self. The individual by strammg 
his abilities to the maximum seeks to 
r ise above his physical limitations. It 
may sound like the object of spor t is to 
beat oneself. I don 't mean it that way. 
What I mean is that it is easy for Magic 
and Sugar to do well. They look like 
great athletes and get paid for it. I play 
softball for nothing. (I tried basketball 
but I'm too short). I play recquetbaU 
too, that 's right, gratis. No endor-
sements, no summer camps. I even 
have to buy my own equipment. The 
last straw was pink-slipping my trainer 
and coach. 
Look, Sports Illus trated, I'm working 
hard out there. I puJied a muscle on the 
way to the gym just last week. My 
capital expenses in equipment are 
staggering. Let's hear it for the guy 
who goes for it for fun . Those other guys 
are just clones and get enough press 
anyway. 
Assault on Ice 
by Rick Olshansky 
Last in a Series 
In the last two R.G. issues the subject 
of violence in hockey has been explored 
and its proliferation explained. It is the 
task of this final segment to offer some 
possible solutions to this problem. 
The first and most frequently voiced 
means of stemming the now of violence 
1 in hockey is increased penalties for rule 
infractions. The league has attempted 
this with its rule disqualifying the first 
player who leaves the bench to ioin a 
brawl in progress on the ice. The ef-
fPct of this rule has been minimal: wit· 
ness the Pauyl Mulvey incident in Los 
Angeles on February 1. Another 
problem with stiffer penalties is that if 
a legitimate player gets sucked into a 
_fight few fans are going to be pleaseo 
to see him sit down for five to ten 
minutes. 
The idea is not to eliminate physical 
contact, but only to eliminate the 
players whose express purpose it is to 
initiate physical contact. Civil penalties 
are a possiblilty but rarely do pro 
hockey players get injured severely 
enough to warrant dragging a goon into 
court. 
The answer seems to lie with the 
structure of the league. There are too 
many teams of below average caliber 
that must turn to physical hockey to 
make up for their lack of talent. 
Decreasing the number of teams in the 
NHL seems like a simple enough 
solution until you start looking for 
volunteers among team owners to give 
up their franchise for the good of the 
game. 
P erhaps the most sensible way to 
eliminate the unnecessary element in 
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Sports Poii 
The winner of last month's Sports Poll was, once again, John Witri. I fail to see 
the humor in this. What's your secret, anyway? This makes four sports poll vic· 
tories this year John, all accompanied by a free pitcher of beer courtesy of the 
R.G. We're kind of hoping to see you ~pread the wealth this time. Not really. You 
go ahead and enjoy your fourth pitcher, some people can drink that much and not 
get addicted. Others can't. 
This week's Sports Poll is a menage of ideas submitted with last month 's en-
trys. The winner of the bonus brew is Paul Falon for his submission of Formula 
One race car trivia. Thanks Paul, all you have to do now is submit the answers. 
Please drop entries in the Sports Poll Box located outside Room 100. 
Detroit Pistons at Houston Detroit Red Wings at Chicago 
Detroit Pistons at Atlanta Detroit Re~ Wings at ~innipeg 
FORMULA ONE SPORTS POLL AND TRIVIA CONTEST 




ll. Identify the nationality of each of the following Formula One drivers and 
the team for which he is driving this season: 
1. Rene Arnoux 8. Riccardo Patrese 
2. Eddie Cheever 9. Nelson Piquet 
3. Elio de Angelis 10. Didier Pironi 
4. Bruno GiacomeiJi 11. Alain Prost 
5. Jacques Laffite 12. Carlos Reutemann 
6. Niki Lauda 13. Keke Rosberg 
7. Nigel Mansell 14. Gilles Villeneuve 
Tie breaker : What will be the total number of shares traded on the New York 
Stock Exchange on Friday, March 19? .. ,. 
Name: ---------------------------------------------------
Phone : ---------------------------------------------------
its natural course. With the incredible 
year Wayne Gretzky is having media 
attention has shifted from the league 
henchmen to the league artists. It is 
nowhere written that the rather recent 
phenomenon of violence in hockey must 
occupy a permanent position in the 
STUDENT 
sport. In the end the natural selection 
process that weeds out the less talented 
will again take hold in hockey, as it does 
in all other sports at any competitive 
level, and hockey will again be the fast, 
excittng sport it was just10 years ago. 
CREDIT 
Ever wish that while traveling, 
vacationing, or maybe j ust for 
emergencies, you coul d have a 
national credit card? 
Well_, now - YOU CAN - obtain a 
Master Card or Vi sa while still 
in school , no co-signer required. 
We have establis hed a division 
t o exclusively handle the credit 
needs of college students ... 
freshmen, sophomores, juniors , 
and seniors . .. so you can enjoy 
the conveniences of c r edit NOW 
and have your credit established 
for your prof essional life after 
graduation . 
On a 3 x 5 card, print your name 
and compl ete address . (Enc lose 
$2 . 00 for postage and handling.) 
Send to: 
Cr eative Cr e dit Inte rnational 
Col l egiate Cr edit Di vision 
Sui t e 303 -Penn Lincoln Bldg . 
789 Penn Avenue 
Pi ttsburgh, PA 15221 
. . . .. . 
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Features 
A Viewer,s Guide to Campbell 
by Kevin LaCroi~ 
The hypothetical case at issue in this 
year 's Campbell Moot Court Com-
petition involves a statute similar to 
one recently found unconstitutional by 
a federal district court in Arkansas. 
The statute would require the balanced 
secondary school instruction of 
creation science and evolution science. 
In the hypothetical case, a high 
school biology teacher and a high 
school student scheduled to study 
biology the following fall seek a 
declaratory judgment that the statute 
is unconstitutional, alleging that the 
statute infringes their free speech in-
terests and imposes an establishment 
of religion in violation of the First 
Amendment 
The U.S. Supreme Court held in 1968, 
in Epperson V. Arkansas, that a statute 
making criminal!¥ punishable the mere 
teaching of evolution is an uncon-
stitutional establishment of religion. 
The Court has never ruled on the con-
stitutionality of a curriculum 
regulation affirmatively requiring that 
a particular idea be taught. Nor has the 
Court ever directly considered whether 
students' and teachers' free speech in-
terests limit localities' authority to 
Kevin LaCroix, a third-year law student and semi-finalist in this 
year's Campbell Competition, remembers viewing last year 's com-
petition from the stands without more than a vague idea of what the 
subtle issues were. Unfortunately for LaCroix and other spectators, there 
is no scorecard distributed at the door, but that's what LaCroix has con-
structed here on the substance of what this year's Campbell is all about. 
regulate curriculum content. The 
recent federal district court decision 
regarding the Arkansas statute was 
based on a different factual record; 
thus, though of great interest, it is of 
slight precedential value. 
In the oral argument next Tuesday, 
two teams will argue each of the two 
substantive issues. The free speech 
issue will be discussed first. 
Of the four positions , the team 
arguing free speech for the petitioners 
has perhaps the toughest assignment 
The Epperson decisions suggest that 
localities possess a broad discretion in 
regulating their schools' curricula, so 
as to foster community values. 
Petitioners must show how this par-
ticular curriculum regulation violates 
students' and teachers' free speech in-
terests, without suggesting all 
curriculum regulations are invalid. 
The argument reduces to the asser-
tion that the statute is invalid because 
enacted for improper purposes. But the 
ambiguity of the record, and the dif-
ficulty of establishing constitutionally 
significant consequences not raised by 
every curriculum regulation, makes 
petitioners' case one requiring 
creativity and audacity. 
Respondents' free speech argument 
is only slightly easier. While courts 
have allowed localities broad discretion 
in choosing curricula, courts have 
never regarded such power as absolute. 
Many cases have raised the broad but 
vague notion of "academic freedom," 
which may limit localities' control over 
the content of classroom discussion. 
Further, case law suggests that govern-
ments may not regulate speech 
because of its content. And recent cases 
suggest students possess a right to 
receive information , which govern-
ments may not transgress. 
Profiling the Judges 
The establishment issue is slightly 
more focused than the free speech 
issue, because the Supreme Court has 
developed a tripartite test to evaluate 
whether challenged statutes threaten 
an unconstitutional establishment of a 
religion: the statute must have a 
secular legislative purpose, its effects 
must neither advance nor inhibit 
religion, and it must not involve ex-
cessive governmental entanglement 
with religion. The recent Federal 
District Court decision invalidated the 
Arkansas statute on establishment 
grounds. But the record in this case is 
sufficiently balanced that neither the 
school board nor the challengers have a 
clear advantage. 
Potter Stewart: Stewart was appointed 
to the U.S. Supreme Court in 1958, after 
four years on the Sixth Circuit bench. 
Before his recent retirement, Stewart, 
a Yale Jaw graduate, was generaJJy 
considered slightly to the right of 
moderate. But Stewart was also a First' 
Amendment activist, writing many 
opinions staunchly defending First 
Amendment freedoms. Little known 
fact: Stewart was born. in Jackson, 
Michigan. 
Amalya Kearse ; Prior to her 1979 ap-
pointment to the Second Circuit bench, 
Kearse, a 1962 Michigan Jaw graduate, 
was a partner at Wall Street's Hughes, 
Hubbard & Reed. Little known fact: 
Kearse was a 1971 National Women's 
Pairs Bridge Champion. 
J. Clifford Wallace: Nixon elevated 
Wallace, a U. Cai-Berkely law 
graduate, to the Ninth Circuit bench in 
1972, after Wallace had spent two years 
as a federal district court judge in San 
Diego. -
Terrence Saoda low: Before becoming 
our dean in 1978, Sandalow established 
his reputation as a constitutional 
scholar. His most recent writings have 
defended judicial activism. 
Vincent Blasi : A sell-confessed "First 
Amendment junkie," Blasi has written 
extensively on First Amendment 
issues, and among other courses, 
teaches a class on the First Amen-
dment. Blasi , a University of Chicago 
law graduate, authored this year's 
Campbell problem. 
Law in the Raw 
Nevertheless, res pondents on the 
establishment issue unquestionably 
have the easiest of the four positions 
(indeed, three of the four finalists 
argued that position in the semi-finals>. 
The statute itseil is limited strictly to 
scientific evidence, which suggests a 
deliberate effort to avoid establishment 
concerns. But a cour t may refuse to 
ignore the manifest parallels between 
creation-science and the biblical ac-
count of creation. Respondent must 
keep the court focused on the secular, 
educational purposes, and dispel fears 
of improper effects or excessive gov-
ernmental entanglement with religion. 
· Petitioners on the establishment 
issue have to demonstrate the statute's 
violation of the tripartite test, based on 
the record's inconclusive statement of 
the statute's legislative history, and the 
mere resemblance of the creation-
science to biblical versions of creation. 
The statute's express limitation to 
scientific evidence and the otherwise 
ambiguous record makes petitioners 
case quite difficult: one semi-finalist 
was reduced to arguing that Creation-
science is " inherently religious." 
Campbell Info 
by Jamie Zimmerman 
The Campbell Competition, which 
began in November, draws to a close 
with final arguments next Tuesday, 
March 23. Here's what every well-
informed observer needs to know: 
• To observe the final rounds, arrive at 
Room 100 no later than 1:45. The 
arguments don't begin until 2:30, but 
seats are expected to go fast. 
• The closing banquet will be held at 
the Michigan League at 6:30. For a 
mere $7, anyone can drink, dine, listen 
tq a talk by Ninth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals Judge J. Clifford Wallace, and 
watch former Supreme Court Justice 
Potter Stewart and Second Circuit 
Court of Appeals Judge Amayla Kearse 
present the final awards-all without 
having to go through the pains of com-
peting or Shepardizing a single case. 
• Two of the teams in the finals are not 
really teams at all. Marina Park and 
Keith Hesse were single entrants. As 
respondent for the free speech issue, 
Park will face the team of David 
Tachau and Tim Hoy. As respondent for 
the religion issue, Hesse will face the 
petitioner team of Elizabeth Bottoroff 
and Esther Widowski. 
Compiled by Matthew Kiefer 
A lms for the Poor Lightweight Case Ten Angry Anthony 's 
An off-duty Indianapolis patrolman, arrested when 
police on a gambling raid found him "supervising 
the game, '' is fighting his suspension from the force 
with the claim that he was only trying to raise 
money for the impoverished parish of a dying 
Roman Catholic priest. The priest, who has indeed 
since died, is reported to have been "an inveterate 
gambler" who helped set up the game. A Catholic 
Church official has denied that the game was san-
ctioned by the Indianapolis Archdiocese. 
-Indianapolis Star, February 5, 1982 
.Faux Pas 
An Indiana Superior Court judge declared a 
mistrial after several hours of testimony in a . mur-
der case when it was discovered that he had ~eglec­
ted to swear in the jury. After ending the tnal and 
apologizing to the jurors, the judge announced he 
would disqualify himself from rehearing the case. 
Indianapolis Star , February5, 1982 
After a harrowing four-day trial, a Denver couple. 
has been acquitted of charges of creating a public 
disturbance in a movie theater. The couple was 
arrested last November and taken to jail in han-
dcuffs when they were discovered to have smuggled 
homemade popcorn into the theater because they 
were tired of the "high cost and ... low quality" of 
the house brand. 
-Chicago Tribune, March 5, 1982 
Look Before You Shoot 
A Chicago man who had shoveled the parking space 
in front of•his house clear of snow after the last bliz-
zard got so incensed to find a car parked in it that he 
pumped six shots into the car with a carbine. The of-
fending vehicle, which had ignored the cardboard 
box the man used to slake out his turf, turned out to 
be an unmarked police car . The man was charged 
with unlawful use of a weapon and damage to city 
property. 
Indianapolis Star. February 18, 1982 
Ten women were arrested recently while attem-
pting to scale the 9-foot-high fence surrounding the 
White House grounds. The women, members of a 
group known as the Congressional Union, staged the 
protest to support the proposed Equal Rights 
Amendment and to commemorate the birthday of 
suffragist Susan B. Anthony. Police said that all of 
those arrested gave Anthony as a last name. 
..- -New York Times, February 16, 1982 
Quote of the Week 
"They're a ll mixed up. Sometimes they vote 5-4, 
6-3, or 4-4. You know some of 'em must be wrong, so 
I don't listen to any of 'em." A. M. Martin, School 
Superintendent in LaFouche Parish, Louisiana , ex-
plaining why his school district ignored recent 
Supreme Court school desegregation cases. 
